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By Kevin Petrie

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This book is going to be one of the first in our exciting new ceramic
series, which offers more space for both images and text, giving a more modern and contemporary
feel to the books. This book is aimed at those in ceramics who wish to move into print and
transfers, a very exciting area which has enormous scope for creativity. Ceramic transfers or decals
are one of the prime methods of decorating industrially made ceramics. They also offer exciting
creative potential for studio-based artists or designer-makers. A ceramic transfer is traditionally
made by printing ceramic ink onto a special paper and allows pictures, patterns or text to be
transferred onto ceramic forms - 2D and 3D. Importantly, print can achieve distinct aesthetic effects
on ceramics that are not possible by using other decoration methods such as hand painting.
Drawing on over twenty years of experience, Kevin Petrie offers a focused analysis of the potential
of ceramic transfer printing as a creative medium. The specific materials and techniques for
making versatile screen-printed ceramic transfers are explained in detail - from the low tech...
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It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive
reading this book.
-- Blanca Davis-- Blanca Davis

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD
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